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involved himself increasingly in wrrting about Jewish history and culture, and simultaneously 
about folklore and tradition. Notably he wrote two prominent articles in The Times in I 882 
condemning the persecution of Jews in Russia, and became a leading figure in the protests 
against the Russian pogroms. 
His first book on folklore appeared in 1888, a scholarly edrtion trtled The Earlies t English 
Version of the Fables ofBidpai, the ancient Indian collection of animal tales now better known 
as the Panchatantra. Describing the work, Jacobs observed, 'It is an English version of an 
Italian adaptation of a Spanish translation of a Latin version of a Hebrew translation of an 
Arabic adaptation of the Pehlevi version of the Indian original', showing his ready interest 
in the nature of tale transmission and the extent to which tales can move between languages 
and traditions. He followed this wrth a two-volume edrtion of The Fables of Aesop ( 1893), 
and also began to publish the collections that would make him a household name and a 
Christmas perennial in late Victorian England: English Fairy Tales ( 1890), Celtic Fairy Tales 
( I892), Indian Fairy Tales ( 1892), More English Fairy Tales ( 1894), More Celtic Fairy Tales ( 1894), 
and in the final year of his life, after he had moved to America, Europa's Fairy Book ( 1916). 
English Fairy Tales is not as the title might lead us to believe, a collection of English fairy 
tales. It is, rather; an act of will, that act of will being to forge a collection of English tales out 
of sundry. and in many cases non-English, materials. The collection, we might say. is a kind 
of Frankenstein's monster, forged out of diverse body parts and unified by the fusive science 
of folklore; but, as with Frankenstein's monster, rt is possible to see the strtches and joins 
where the disparate fictions meet. 
There are 43 tales in the collection; about ten of them are fairy tales in the strict 
generic sense, and these include such important contributions to English tradition as 
'Tom Tit Tot', 'The Rose Tree', 'Cap o· Rushes', and 'Jack and the Beanstalk'. Otherwise 
the collection includes nursery tales, cautionary tales, condensed chapbooks, tales of 
fairy abduction, cumulative narratives, and so on. Taken together these tales are highly 
diverse in form and genre. They are also fictions that derive from a range of regional 
and national sources. The first story in the collection, 'Tom Tit Tot', and the I I th, 'Cap 
o' Rushes·, derive from Suffolk, and were told to the minor Victorian poet Anna Walter 
Thomas by a family servant and written down by her for publication in the Ips wich 
journal in 1877; 'Jack and the Beanstalk' and 'Henny Penny', according to Jacobs, were 
told to him in Australia when he was a child; 'Nix Nought Nothing' was collected by 
Andrew Lang from his great-aunt in Morayshire and published by him (for the first 
time) in the St Andrews Univers ity Magazine in 1863; and 'Johnny Cake' and 'How jack 
Went to Seek His Fortune' were both collected in America and published in The 
Americ an Journal of Folk-Lore. 
Jacobs has endeavoured to smooth over this diversity of material as much as possible. 
T he act of placing the stories together in a collection side by side serves to give them 
the appearance of a coherent group. Jacobs has also passed the wand of homogeneity 
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over the collection through his editorial interventions. Some of these are extensive. The 
stories 'Binnorie' and 'Chi Ide Rowland' are adaptations of ballads that Jacobs has, in his 
own words, 'prosed'.2 Other interventions are more piecemeal. Lang's story. originally 
trtled 'Nicht Nought Nothing', has been retrt:led 'Nix Nought Nothing' -the more Anglo­
American 'Nix' being presumed to be more comprehensible to an English readership 
than the Scottish 'Nicht' - and this provides a pattern for alterations throughout the 
story. in which the Scotch dialect of Lang's original becomes a more standard English.3
Likewise the Suffolk dialect in Anna Walter Thomas's version of 'Tom Tit Tot' has been 
modulated, with unfamiliar Suffolk terms such as 'Maw'r' (short for 'mawther' and 
meaning, according to a glossary supplied by Edward Clodd, 'woman or daughter') being 
replaced with the phonetically modified, but more readily understood, term used 
elsewhere in the story, 'darter'.4 
This practice of interfering wrth the textual integrity of the source narratives provoked 
some consternation amongst Jacobs' contemporaries in the Folklore Society. Laurence 
Gomme encapsulates these objections in a bad-tempered comment made in his presidential 
address to the Folklore Society in November 1890: 
My friend, Mr. Jacobs, wishes to put into the hands of reading English 
children a collection of English traditional talcs. He finds them too 
incomplete or too rude in their traditional form, so he 'eHminates a 
malodorous and un-English skunk' from one talc ... 'reduces' the dialect 
of such a talc as Tom Tit Tot ... and tells us of all these gay doings in his 
notes. I am sure my friend, Mr. Jacobs, will forgive me for using his 
production as a literary artist to push home my argument as a folklorist. 
T hese talcs will be read, not told; read by the children who arc brought up 
on bright and well-pictured hooks, not by the peasant children from whom 
the .tales are originally taken; and the appeal with those who use them will 
always be from book to hook, not from tradition to tradition. Literature 
such as this mav, and docs, kill tradition, but it does not create it.' 
I 
Jacobs was goaded into making a response to these objections in his preface to More English 
Fairy Tales, published four years after the first volume: 
My folk-lore friends look on ·with sadness vvhile they \iew me laying profane 
hands on the sacred text of my originals ... This is rank sacrilege in the eyes 
of the rigid orthodox in matters folk-lorical. My defence might be that I 
had a cause at heart as sacred as our science of folk-lore - the filling of our 
children's imaginations with bright trains of images. But even on the lofty 
heights of folk-lore science I am not entirely defenceless. Do my friendly 
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